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The main aim of this paper is to construct and provide the structure of local min-
imizers of the variational problem infv # L1(0) F=(v), where =: small parameter and
F=(v)={|0 [=
2k21(X) |{v|
2+k22(X)(v
2&1)2] dX if v # H 1(0)
, otherwise
having only the functions k1>0 and k2>0 as parameters. Given any closed simple
smooth curve #m contained in a level set of a(X)=k1(X) k2(X), X # 0, we give
necessary conditions relating the slope and concavity of a(X), X # #m , along the
normal n^[#m(X)], with the curvature }(X) of #m so that the above problem
possesses a nonconstant minimizer v=(X) whose nodal curve #=m converges uniformly
to #m , as =  0. Moreover v=  1, as =  0, uniformly on compact sets contained in
one of the two connected components of 0"#m and v=  &1, as =  0, uniformly on
compact sets contained in the other one.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the existence and the geometric structure of
nonconstant minimizers in L1(0) of singularly perturbed nonconvex varia-
tional problems of the type
F=(v)={|0 [=
2k21(X) |{v|
2+k22(X)(v
2&1)2] dX if v # H1(0)
(1.1)
, otherwise,
where k1 and k2 are positive functions in C 2(0 , R), 0: an open bounded
subset of R2 with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary.
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The interested reader is referred to [1, 13, 19] for references on applica-
tions and related problems that have arisen by minimizing the functional
F= , =: small.
In what follows we describe briefly our main result.
For some &m in the range of the positive function
a(X)=k1(X) k2(X), X # 0/R2,
let #m be a smooth closed curve such that #ma&1(&m). Introduce the
principal coordinate system, see [17] for instance, 7: Q$(s, t)  0 given by
X=(x1 , x2)=7(s, t)=#m(s)+tn^[#m(s)],
where Q$(s, t)=[(s, t) # R2: 0sL, &$<t<$], $: small enough
positive number, L: the total arc length of #m and n^[#m(s)] its inward
normal vector.
Let a~ (s, t)=a(7(s, t)) and suppose that
a~ (s, 0)
t
=&m}(s), 0sL
= , (H1)2a~ (s, 0)t2 >2&m}2(s), 0sL
where }(s), 0sL, is the signed curvature of #m . Then we prove that
there is a family of nonconstant local minimizers [v=]0<==0 of the problem
above whose nodal curve #=m converges uniformly to #m , as =  0. Let
0"#m=0i _ 0o ,
where 0i and 0o stand for the inner and the outer connected component
of 0"#m , respectively. Then v= ww
=  0 1(&1) uniformly on compact sets of
0i (0o). Note that [&v=]0<==0 is also a family of nonconstant local mini-
mizers. Actually the above results about uniform convergence are a direct
consequence of a result by Caffarelli and Cordoba [18].
Let us point out that (H1) means that as a point X moves along the
curve #m the directional derivative {a(X) } n^[X], where n^ is the inward
normal vector to #m at X, changes sign whenever the curvature } of #m does
so, of course, if it ever does.
Moreover the concavity of the function :s(t)=a~ (s, t), seen as a function
of t alone, is always positive and becomes greater as the absolute value of
} does so.
When k1(X)=k2(X)=1, X # 0, Kohn and Sternberg [1] and Modica
[19] showed that in the n-dimensional case, #m is a hypersurface which
locally minimizes surface area (a local minimal geodesic when 0/R2) and
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therefore the shape of 0 plays an important role. This is no longer the
case where the necessary conditions for the existence of the minimizers v=
are independent of 0 and therefore the spatial inhomogeneities k1(X) and
k2(X), through its geometric behavior on #m , are the only parameters
responsible for the existence of the minimizers.
Furthermore, it will become clear later on that the mathematical role
played by the functions k1 and k2 are interchangeable in the sense that if
k1(X)#1 then it suffices to have a(X)=k2(X) satisfying the necessary con-
ditions (H1) and vice-versa.
It is clear that the family of minimizers [v=]0<==0 , referred to above, are
also equilibrium solutions of
v
t
==2 div[k21(X) {v]+2k
2
2(X)(v&v
3), X # 0= (1.2){v(X) } n^=0, X # 0,
where n^ is the outward normal vector at 0.
A careful examination of the results obtained in [5] (see Fig. 2 in [5],
for short), which deals with Eq. (2.1) with radial symmetry, indicates that
hypothesis (H1) should be expected.
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that k2#1 and that (2.1) governs the
diffusion of a substance in a medium 0 whose diffusion coefficient is given
by k1(X), X # 0. Then, as far as existence of nonconstant stable equilibrium
solution is concerned, (H1) reflects the physically reasonable requirement
that the diffusion function k1 should properly increase (decrease) across the
transition layer curve #= , whenever the corresponding equilibrium solution
decreases (increases) along the same direction.
Hypothesis (H1) also shows how this variation depends on the curvature
of the limit interface (==0).
This is necessary to offset the tendency of the diffusing substance to
spread homogeneously in space and eventually set down in a constant con-
centration all over 0.
In a forthcoming article, we prove that the minimizers of F= , which are
the subject of this work, are stable equilibrium solution of (1.2).
In order to accomplish our results we generalize a theorem by Kohn and
Sternberg [1].
For the case in which 0=B(1, 0), the unit n-dimensional ball, this
author showed in [4], for k2#1, that if r=&X& and the following
hypothesis is satisfied
r2k1,rr+(n&1) rk1, r(n&1) k1(r), 0<r<1,
then no stable nonconstant equilibrium solution of (1.2) exists.
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In [5] still when 0=B(0, 1) it was shown that for certain families of
functions k1(X) and f (v) (in this paper f (v)=v&v3), problem (1.2) pos-
sesses a family of stable nonconstant equilibrium solutions which develops
a boundary layer and another that concentrates around the origin (a family
of spiky solutions), as =  0.
As far as the existence of minimizers is concerned, this paper generalizes
the above results from the ball B(0, 1) to any two-dimensional domain 0.
As for the one-dimensional case, i.e., 0=[&1, 1], Hale and Chipot [7]
showed, for k2#1, that if k21, xx<0 then regardless of f (v) no nonconstant
stable equilibrium solution exists. Yamagida [8] showed that if k2#1 then
k1, xx<0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the nonexistence of a
function f such that (1.2) has the type of solutions referred to above.
Other results dealing with k1(X)const. (which depending on the con-
text is referred to as nonconstant diffusion) and existence of stable pattern
for a single equation are presented in [912], for instance.
It is worthwhile to mention that if one is interested only in the existence
and structure of minimizers of (1.1) then the term F(v)=(v2&1)2 could be
replaced by any C 2-function satisfying
F(v1)=F(v2)=0, for some v1<v2
F(v)>0 for v  [v1 , v2]
F"(v1)>0 and F"(v2)>0.
2. FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION IN Rn
Before proceeding we need some definitions and generalizations about
functions of bounded variation in Rn.
For this matter the reader is referred to one of the books: [2, 6, 22,
or 23].
Let v # L1(0), with 0/Rn as in the Introduction.
Definition 2.1. v # BV(0) if and only if there are Radon signed
measures +1 , +2 , ..., +n defined in 0 such that
|+i |(0)<, i=1, 2, ..., n, and
| vDi. dX= &| . d+i , for all . # C 0 (0).
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Thus, in the sense of distribution, Dv is a vector valued Radon measure
with finite total variation given by
&Dv&=|
0
|Dv|= sup
|_|1
_ # C0
1(0, Rn)
|
0
v(X) div _(X) dX.
The total variation &Dv& is a measure itself and the set BV(0) is a
Banach space with the norm
&v&BV(0)=|
0
|v|+|
0
|Dv|.
Also, for v # BV(0), the above references supply definitions of
approximate continuity bounded essential variation, density of a point in a
set, and trace of v. These definitions are going to be used later on.
It also holds that if v # BV(0) then for i=1, 2, ..., n, the essential varia-
tion of v(x1 , ..., xi&1 , t, xi+1 , ..., xn) with respect to t is integrable with
respect to X for (x1 , ..., xi&1 , t, xn+1 , ..., xn) # 0 and X=(x1 , ..., xi&1 ,
xi+1 , ..., xn).
For v # BV(0), v(X)=\1 L-a.e. in 0, let + and |+| stand for the
derivative measure of v and its total variation, respectively. As usual,
d+d |+| indicates the RadonNikodym derivative of + with respect to |+|.
Let
v&(x)=sup[t: [Y: v(Y)<t] has Ln-density 0 at x]
v+(x)=inf[t: [Y: v(Y)>t] has Ln-density 0 at x].
Then
supp |+|[x: v&(x)<v+(x)][x: v(x)=1] & [x: v(x)=1],
|+|=2Hn&1 and d+(x)d |+|=_(x) for Hn&1 a.e. x # [x: v&(x)<v+(x)],
where _(x) indicates the interior unit normal to [x: v(x)>!] for any
! # (v&(x), v+(x)).
The above results and the following proposition can be found in [20].
See also [21].
Proposition 2.1. Let [+j] be a sequence of Rn-valued Radon measures
on 0 which converges weakly to an Rn-valued Radon measure + and
limj   |+j |(0)=|+|(0)<. Let F: 0_Rn  R+ be a Borel function and
suppose that:
(i) For each x # 0 the function F(x, } ) is convex and positively
homogeneous of degree 1 on Rn.
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(ii) F is continuous at each point of 0_Rn and is bounded on
0_[ p # Rn: | p|=1]. Then
lim
j  0 |0 F \x,
d+j
d |+j |+ d |+j |=|0 F \x,
d+
d |+|+ d |+|.
If A/0 is a Borel set then the perimeter of A in 0 is defined as
Per0 A=|
0
|D/A|= sup
|_(X)|1
_ # C 0
1(0, Rn)
|
A
di v_(X) dX,
if the supremum is finite and where /A stands for the characteristic function
of A in Rn. If A/Rn has C 2 boundary then
Per0 A=|
0
|D/A|=Hn&1(A & 0),
where Hn&1 is the (n&1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
Definition 2.2 (Federer [6], p. 349). Let a # C 1(0, R) be positive and
v # BV(0). Then the integral of a(X) with respect to the measure |Dv| is
defined as
|
0
a(X) |Dv |= sup
|_(X)|a(X)
_ # C 0
1(0, Rn)
|
0
v(X) di v_(X) dX. (2.1)
As before if A/0 has a smooth boundary A then by the divergence
theorem,
|
0
a(X) |D/A|=|
A & 0
a(X) dHn&1(X)
Remark 2.1. Next lemma shows that the integral defined in (2.1) is
additive if a(X) is taken in C 1(0, R+). However, if as in [13, p. 213], we
take a(X) to be just a positive continuous function, then our method of
proof fails as well as the usual method of proving additivity of an integral.
See [6, p. 103]. This is so because if _ # C 10(0, R
n) and a(X) is just positive
and continuous then the function
h(X)= inf
X # 0
[ |_(X)|, a(X)]
may not be in the space of admissible functions C 10(0, R
n), which is not a
lattice itself.
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Lemma 2.1. Let a and b be positive functions in C 1(0, R) and v # BV(0).
Then
|
0
[a(X)+b(X)] |Dv|=|
0
a(X) |Dv|+|
0
b(X) |Dv|
Proof. Take _ # C 10(0, R
n) with |_(X)|1. Hence a_ and b_ are func-
tions in C 10(0, R
n) which satisfy |a(X) _(X)|a(X) and |b(X) _(X)|
b(X). Moreover
|
0
v(X) di v[(a(X)+b(X)) _(X)] dX=|
0
v(X) di v(a(X) _(X)) dX
+|
0
v(X) di v(b(X) _(X)) dX.
But a_ and b_ are admissible functions and then (2.1) implies that
|
0
v(X) di v[(a(X)+b(X)) _(X)] dX|
0
a(X) |Dv|+|
0
b(X) |Dv|.
Taking the supremum over all _ # C 10(0, R
n) |_(X)|1, we conclude
that
|
0
[(a(X)+b(X))] |Dv||
0
a(X) |Dv|+|
0
b(X) |Dv|.
The other inequality follows in a similar way. K
Next theorem plays an essential role in proving our main results. It is a
generalization to our case of Theorem 1.17 of [2] which by its turn deals
with definition (2.1) when a(X)=1, X # 0.
Theorem 2.1. Let a # C1(0, R+) and v # BV(0). Then there exists a
sequence [vj] in C (0, R) such that:
lim
j  
&vj&v&L1(0)=0 (2.1.i)
lim
j   |0 a(X) |{vj | dX=|0 a(X) |Dv|. (2.1.ii)
Proof. First of all let us remark that since a: 0  R+ is uniformly con-
tinuous then for any =>0 there is $>0 such that |a(X)&a(Y)|=, for any
X, Y in 0 satisfying |X&Y|<$.
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Let aM=maxX # 0 a(X) and =>0, as above, be fixed. Hence there exists
m>0 such that if
0k={X # 0: dist(X, 0)> 1m+k= , k=0, 1, 2, ...
then 0&00 |Dv|<=aM .
Define Ai , i=1, 2, ... by
A1=02 , Ai=0i+1&0 i&1 for i=2, 3, ... .
Let [.i] be a partition of the unity subordinate to the covering [Ai]
and ’ a positive symmetric mollifier. See [2], for instance.
Then for every i there is =i>0, =1<$ such that
(i) spt[’=i V (v.i)]/0i+2&0i&2 with 0&1=,,
(ii)  |’=i V (v.i)&(v.i)|<=2
&i,
(iii)  |’=i V (v{.i)&(v{.i)|<=2
&i,
(iv) 0 v(X) di v[(.1 ’=1 V _)(X)] dX0[a(X)+=] |Dv|,
where _ # C 10(0, R
n), |_(X)|a(X).
Let us prove (iv). To that end we take X # 0 and W # B(0, 1)=[X # Rn:
&X&<1]. It suffices to take those W # B(0, 1) such that (X+=1W) # 0 and
this implies that |X&(X+=1W)|<$. From the consideration about the
uniform continuity of a, given in the beginning, a(X+=1W)<a(X)+=.
Moreover,
|(.1 ’=1 V _)(X)||
Rn
|.1(&=1W) ’(&W) _(X+=1W)| dW
|
Rn
’(&W) a(X+=1 W) dW=+a(X).
By taking v= i=1 ’=i V (v.i) it follows from (i) that v= # C
(0, R) and
since v=i=1 v.i , from (ii),
|
0
|v=&v| :

i=1
|
0
|’=i V (v.i)&(v.i)|<=.
Hence (2.1.i) is proved. With _ as above we have
|
0
v di v_= lim
=  0 |0 v= di v_lim inf=  0 |0 a(X) |{v=|
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and taking the supremum over all admissible functions
|
0
a(X) |Dv|lim inf
=  0 |0 a(X) |{v=|. (2.2)
For an admissible function _ the following computations holds:
|
0
v= di v_= :

i=1
|
0
’=i V (v.i) di v_
= :

i=1
|
0
v.i (di v_) V ’=i
= :

i=1
|
0
f.i di v(’=i V _)
= :

i=1
|
0
v di v(.i’=i V _)& :

i=1
|
0
v di v.i (’=i V _)
=|
0
v di v(.1’=1 V _)+ :

i=2
|
0
v di v(.i’=i V _)
& :

i=1
|
0
(_, ’=i V (v{.i)&(v{.i)) .
The first term in the last expression in the above chain of equalities can
be estimated using (iv).
The fact that the intersection of more than any three of sets Ai is empty
yields:
:

i=2
|
0
v di v(.i ’=i V _)3aM |
0&00
|Dv|<3=.
Using (iii) we obtain at last
:

i=1
|
0
(_, ’=i V (v{.i)&(v{.i)) dX<=aM .
Summing up,
|
0
v= di v_3=+=aM+|
0
[a(X)+=] |Dv|.
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Finally by Lemma 2.1 and the fact that v # BV(0), we let =  0 to
conclude that
lim sup
=  0
|
0
a(X) |{v= ||
0
a(X) |Dv| (2.3)
Inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) yield (2.1.ii). K
Definition 2.3. A family of functionals F= is said to 1[L1(0)]-con-
verge, as =  0, to a functional F0 if the following conditions are satisfied:
 If v=j  v0 in L
1(0) for some sequence =j  0, then lim inf F=j (v=j)
F0(v0).
 For any v0 # L1(0) there is a sequence =j  0 such that v=j  v0 in
L1(0) and lim sup=j  0 F=j (v=j)F0(v0).
The concept of 1-convergence was originally conceived by De Giorgi,
[14] and [15], and then developed by many authors.
In what follows a function v0 # L1(0) is said to be an isolated L1-local
minimizer of F0 if F0(v0)<F0(v), for all v satisfying 0<&v&v0&L1(0)$, for
some $>0.
Next theorem is due in its more general setting to De Giorgi [3] and the
following version can be found in [1] for the case k1#k2#1. For our case
the proof translates verbatim.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that the family of functionals F= given by (1.1),
1(L1(0))-converges to a functional F0 , where 0 is as before, and that v0 is
an isolated L1-local minimizer of F0 . Then there exists =0 and a family
[v=]0<==0 such that v= is a L
1-local minimizer of F= . Moreover
&v=&v0&L1(0)  0, as =  0.
It follows from the work of Kohn and Sternberg [1], see also [16], that
the family of functionals given by (1.1), after an =-rescaling, 1(L1(0)-
converges to the following functional
F0(v)={
8
3 |
0
k1(X) k2(X) |D/[X: v(X)=1]| if v(X) # [1, &1] a.e. in 0
, otherwise.
Setting for convenience a(X)=k1(X) } k2(X) and using Theorem 4.5.9 of
Federer [6] we deduce that the functional F0 above can be written except
for a multiplicative constant, in the form
F0(v)={|0 a(X) |Dv|, for v # BV(0), v(X) # [1, &1] a.e. in 0, otherwise.
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3. EXISTENCE AND STRUCTURE OF A MINIMIZER
The next result is standard and can be found in [17].
Lemma 3.1. Let #m(s), 0sL, be a C 2 simple closed curve in R2,
parameterized by arc length s. Then there is $>0 such that the parameteriza-
tion
7: Q$(s, t)  0,
where Q$(s, t)=[(s, t) # R2: 0sL, &$<t<$], given by
X=(x1 , x2)=7(s, t)=#m(s)+tn^[#m(s)],
n^[#m(s)] the inward normal vector to #m(s), is a C 2-diffeomorphism.
Moreover the Jacobian of the coordinate map 7(s, t) is given by
J7 (s, t)=(1&t}(s)),
where }(s) is the curvature of #m(s) and J7>0 for $: small enough. Note that
7(s, 0)=#m(s). In the Differential Geometry terminology, see [22] for
instance, 7 is referred to as a variation of #m and for each t # (&$, $), the
curve
#t : [0, L]  V$
given by #t(s)=7(s, t) is called a curve of the variation 7. We shall need the
following notation:
V$(#m)=7(Q$(s, t))= .
0sL
&$<t<$
#t(s),
V&$ (#m)= .
0sL
&$<t<0
#t(s) and V+$ (#m)= .
0sL
0t<$
#t(s) where #0=#m .
Lemma 3.2. Let 4(s, t)=a~ (s, t) J7 (s, t) for (s, t) # Q$(s, t) where
a~ (s, t)=a(7(s, t))=k1(7(s, t)) } k2(7(s, t)) and #m(s), 0sL be a C 2
closed simple (non self-intersecting) curve in 0 such that
#ma&1(&m)=[X # 0: a(X)=&m].
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Suppose also that k1 and k2 are functions in C 2(0, R+) and
a~ (s, 0)
t
=&m}(s), 0sL= (H1)2a~ (s, 0)t2 >2&m}2(s), 0sL
where }(s) is the signed curvature of #m(s). Then it holds that
4(s, t)>4(s, 0)=&m
for any (s, t) # Q$ , t{0, for some $>0 small enough.
Proof. It suffices to notice that hypothesis (H1) implies
4(s, 0)
t
=
a~ (s, 0)
t
&&m}(s)=0, 0sL
24(s, 0)
t2
=
2a~ (s, 0)
t2
&2&m }2(s)>0, 0sL,
taking into account that J7 (s, t)=1&t}(s)>0. K
Lemma 3.3. With notation of Lemma 3.1, let M7 (s, t) indicate the
Jacobian matrix corresponding to the coordinate map 7 and set |~ (s, t)=
|(7(s, t)), (s, t) # Q$ , for | # C 1(V$ , R). Then it holds that
|M&17 (s, t) {s, t |~ |=_\|~s +
2
(1&t}(s))&2+\|~t +
2
&
12
,
where J7 (s, t)=(1&t}(s)) the Jacobian of 7 and }(s) the curvature of
#m(s), 0s<L.
Proof. It follows after a straightforward computation by noting that
X=7(s, t)=#m(s)+tn^[#m(s)],
(n^[#m(s)], #* m(s))=0, |n^|=|#* |=1 and by using Frenet’s equation
n^* [#m(s)]=&}(s) #* m(s), 0s<L.
Remark 3.1. Indeed the first equation in (H1) means that {a(X) }
n^(X)=&m}(X), where X # #m and n^(X) is the inward normal to #m at X. So
as X moves along #m the directional derivative of a(X) along the normal
n^(X) keeps switching sign whenever the curvature does so.
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Theorem 3.1. Let #m(s), 0sL be the curve considered in Lemma 3.2
and suppose that (H1) holds. Then the function v0 , where v0=1 on a con-
nected component of 0"#m and v0=&1 on the other, is a local isolated
minimum of the functional
F0(v)={|0 a(X) |Dv| , if v # BV(0), v(X) # [1, &1] a.e. in 0, otherwise.
Proof. All we have to prove is that if
0<&v&v0&L1(V$)<+,
for a suitable +, then
|
V$
a(X) |Dv|>|
V$
a(X) |Dv0|,
where V$=V$(#m). To start with we set
Zt=[X # V$(#m): v0(X)>t]
and since [X: v0(X)>&1] & V$(#m)=#m is smooth, we invoke the coarea
formula, see Federer [6], for instance, to conclude that
|
V$(#m)
a(X) |Dv0|=|

&
|
V$ & Zt
a(X) dH(X) dt=2 |
#m
a(X) dH(X)
=2 |
[(s, 0), 0sL]
4(s, t) dH(s, t)=2&m L=F0(v0)
where 4(s, t)=a(7(x, t)) J7 (s, t).
Let ess V$2&$2(v(7(s, } ))) stand for the total essential variation of v~ (s, t)=
v(7(s, t)) on the interval (&$2, $2). Suppose now that:
(i) v#v0 a.e. on the set #t~ _ #&t~ , for some t~ , ($2)<t~ <$.
This implies that ess V$2&$2(v(7(s, } )))2.
Note that since each curve #t , &$<t<$, is C 1 (actually Lipschitz
would suffice), the trace of v is well defined on each #t , for a.e. t # (&$, $)
and therefore (i) makes sense.
Let M7 (s, t) be as in Lemma 3.3 and let ‘‘t’’ indicate a function in the
new coordinates (s, t).
Since V$ has a smooth boundary we can replace 0 by V$ in Theorem 2.1
and take vj # C (V$) as the corresponding approximating sequence
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provided therein. Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and also Fatou’s lemma we
obtain
|
V$(#m)
a(X) |Dv|= lim
j   ||V$(#m) a(X) |{vj | dX
= lim
j   ||Q$(s, t) a~ (s, t) |M
&1
7 (s, t) {s, t v~ j | J7 (s, t) ds dt
 lim
j  
inf |
L
0
|
$2
&$2
4(s, t) }v~ j (s, t)t } ds dt
&m lim
j  
inf |
L
0
V$2&$2(v~ j (s, t)) ds
&m |
L
0
ess V$2&$2(v~ (s, t)) ds
2&mL=F0(v0).
Note that each function ess V$2&$2(v~ (s, } )) is integrable over [0, L] for
L-a.e. t # (&$2, $2). The following inequality has also been used
lim inf
j  
V$2&$2(v~ j (s, } ))ess V
$2
&$2(v~ (s, } )).
We claim that actually F0(v)>F0(v0).
First note that the variation 7 of #m induces in V$ two unit vector fields
t^0 and n^0 defined by
7(s, t)
t
=n^[#m(s)]=n^0(X)X=7(s, t), (s, t) # Q$(s, t)
7(s, t)
s
J&17 (s, t)=#* m(s)= t^0(X)X=7(s, t), (s, t) # Q$(s, t)
where J7 (s, t)=(1&t}(s)), } being the curvature of #m .
So n^0(X) = t^0(X), at each point X # V$ . Also
v~ j (s, t)
t
={vj (X) } n^0(X)X=7(s, t).
If there were v # BV(V$), v(x)= \1 L-a.e. in V$ such that F0(v)=F0(v0)
then the above chain of inequalities would yield
|
V$
a(X) |Dv|= lim
j   |V$ a(X) |n^0(X) {vj | dX.
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Appealing to Proposition 2.1, with F(X, p)=a(X) |n^0(X) p|, p # R2 and +
and +j the derivative measures of v and vj respectively and d+d |+|(X)=
_(X), the RadonNikodym derivative, as in the beginning of Section 2, we
obtain
|
V$
a(X) d |+|(X)=|
V$
a(X) |n^0(X) _(X)| d |+|(X).
Since a # C 2(0, R+) and |n^0|=|_|=1 we obtain n^0(X)=_(X), for
H-a.e. X # supp |+|. Hence _(X) t^0(X)=0 for H-a.e. X # V$ , which by its
turn implies that v~ (s, t)s=0 a.e. in Q$ , i.e., v~ depends only on t. With
this information, the co-area formula again yields:
F0(v)=|
V$
a(X) |Dv|=|

&
|
[v>!] & V$
a(X) dH(X) d!
=|
1
&1
|
[v~ >!] & Q$
4(s, t) dH(s, t) d!
=2 :
p
i=1
|
L
0
4(s, ti) ds=2&mL=F0(v0)
for some p # N and &t~ t1< } } } <tpt~ .
Using hypothesis (H1) we appeal to Lemma 3.2 to conclude that p=1
and t1=0. But now (i) implies that v~ =v~ 0 a.e. in Q$ , against our require-
ment that &v&v0&L1(V$)>0 and our claim follows.
Now if (i) above were not to hold then one of the following cases would
occur:
(ii) v~ is not constant along #t~ , for a.e. t~ # ($2, $).
(iii) v~ is not constant along #&t~ , for a.e. t~ # ($2, $).
(iv) v~ =&v~ 0 a.e. on #t~ _ #&t~ , for a.e. t~ # ($2, $).
Next we define 2/(0, $) by:
2={t~ # (0, $): |
L
0
[ |v~ &v~ 0|(s, t~ ) J7 (s, t~ )+|v~ &v~ 0|(s, &t~ ) J7 (s, &t~ )] ds
>
4+
$
, where ||
Q$(s, t)
|v~ &v~ 0|(s, t) J7 (s, t) ds dt<+=
Hence meas(2)<$4 and let Lt~ and L&t~ be respectively the total length
of the curves #t~ and #&t~ . Therefore a straightforward computation yields
Lt~ +L&t~ =(L+2?t~ )+(L&2?t~ )=2L.
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If (iv) holds then by choosing +<$L we obtain
|
L
0
[ |v~ &v~ 0|(s, t~ ) J7 (s, t~ )+|v~ &v~ 0|(s, &t~ ) J7 (s, &t~ )] ds
=2Lt~ +2L&t~ =4L>
4+
$
, i.e., t~ # 2.
So for a.e. t~ # ($2, $)"2, either (ii) or (iii) holds. Notice that by
Theorem 2.1 there is a sequence [v~ j (s, t)], (s, t) # Q$(s, t) such that (2.1.i)
and (2.1.ii) hold. Hence a subsequence v~ jk can be extracted such that v~ jk  v
a.e. in Q$ , as k   and (2.1.i) and (2.1.ii) are still satisfied.
Using results about bounded essential variation, see [2] for example, we
obtain
|
L
0 {a~ (s, t~ ) }
v~ jk(s, t~ )
s }+a~ (s, &t~ ) }
v~ jk(s, &t~ )
s }= ds
am[ess VL0 (v~ jk( } , t~ ))+ess V
L
0 (v~ jk( } , &t~ ))],
where am=minx # 0 a(X) and the terms in the right-hand side of the above
inequality stand for the total essential variation of v~ jk( } , t~ ) and v~ jk( } , &t~ ),
respectively, on [0, L].
It is worthwhile to remark that by the result of Federer mentioned in the
beginning of Section 2 both function
ess VL0 (v~ jk( } , \t~ ))
are integrable over (&$, &$2) _ ($2, $). For a.e. t~ # ($2, $)"2 it follows
from the fact that either (ii) or (iii) holds that
lim inf
k  
ess VL0 (v~ jk( } , t~ ))ess V
L
0 (v~ ( } , t~ ))2,
with a similar inequality if t~ is replaced by &t~ . Hence by integrating over
($2, $)"2, taking lim as k  , the following estimate in V$"V$2 is
obtained
lim
k   {|
$
$2
|
L
0 _a~ (s, t~ ) }
v~ jk(s, t~ )
s }+a~ (s, &t~ ) }
vjk(s, &t~ )
s }& ds dt~ =am
$
2
.
By the definition of v~ 0 in Q$ it follows that
|v~ (s, t~ )&v~ (s, &t~ )|2&[ |v~ 0&v~ |(s, t~ )+|v~ 0&v~ |(s, &t~ )].
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Moreover since meas[(0, $2)"2]$4 and v # BV(V$) it follows from
previous considerations that there is t # (0, $2)"2 such that (s, t ) and
(s, &t ) are points of approximate continuity of v~ (s, t ) for a.e. s # [0, L].
Thus on V$2(#m) we obtain the estimate
|
V$2(#m)
a(X) |Dv|= lim
k   |
L
0
|
$2
&$2
a~ (s, t) |M&17 (s, t) {s, t v~ jk | J7 (s, t) dt ds
lim inf
k   |
L
0
|
$2
&$2
a~ (s, t) }
v~ jk
t } J7 (s, t) dt ds
&m lim inf
k   |
L
0 {|
$2
&$2 }
v~ jk
t } dt= ds
&m lim inf
k   |
L
0
ess V$2&$2(v~ jk(s, t)) ds
&m |
L
0
ess V$2&$2(v~ (s, t)) ds&m |
L
0
|v~ (s, t )&v~ (s, &t )| ds
&m |
L
0
[2&[|v~ &v~ 0|(s, t )+|v~ &v~ 0|(s, &t )]] ds
\2&mL& 4&m+$Jm(&$, $)+ ,
where Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, Fatou’s Lemma and the fact that t  2 have
been used and
Jm(&$, $)= min
&$t$
[ min
0sL
J7 (s, t), min
0sL
J7 (s, &t)].
Summing up the previous inequalities and using the notation set forth
before we conclude at last:
F0(v)=|
V$(#m)
a(X) |Dv|= lim
j   ||V$(#m) a(X) |{vj | dX
=lim inf
k   ||Q$(s, t) a~ (s, t) |M
&1
7 (s, t) {s, t v~ jk(s, t)| J7 (s, t) ds dt
=lim inf
k   ||Q$(s, t) {a~ (s, t) J7 (s, t) _\
v~ jk
s +
2
J&27 (s, t)+\
v~ jk
t +
2
&
12
= ds dt
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lim inf
k   |
$
$2
|
L
0 {a~ (s, t~ ) }
v~ jk(s, t~ )
s }+a~ (s, &t~ ) }
v~ jk(s, &t~ )
s }= ds dt~
+lim inf
k   |
L
0
|
$2
&$2
a~ (s, t) }
v~ jk(s, t)
t } J7 (s, t) dt ds
\2&mL+am $2 &
4&m+
$Jm(&$, $)+>2L&m=F0(v0),
where the last strict inequality holds as long as we take
+<min {am $
2
&m8
Jm(&$, $), $L= .
Therefore v0 is a local isolated minimum of F0 in L1(V$(#m)) and also in
L1(0) by extending v0 to be constant on each connected component of
0"#m . K
Theorem 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, there is a family
[v=]0<==0 , v= # H
1(0) such that v= is a L1-local minimizer of F= with
&v=&v0&L1(0) ww
=  0 0. Moreover v=(X) converges uniformly to 1(&1), as
=  0, on any compact set K/0o (K/0i), where 0=0o _ 0i _ #m , 0o and
0i being respectively the outer and inner connected components of 0"#m .
Also the nodal curve #=m of v= converges uniformly to #m , as =  0.
Proof. The first assertion is just an application of Theorem 2.2. As for
the uniform convergence of #=m to #m , as =  0, it follows directly from
arguments used by Caffarelli and Cordoba in [18]. K
Remark 3.2. It is worthwhile to make a few comments on hypothesis
(H1) since it will dictate the shape of #m and therefore the geometry of the
transition layer curve #=m of the minimizer v= .
The simplest case corresponds to a level curve #m(s), 0sL, which
encloses a region which by its turn is a strict convex set. In this case
a~ (s, 0)
t
=&m}(s)>0, 0sL.
Recall that #ma&1(&m), where a(X)=k1(X) } k2(X), X # 0.
If there are s1 and s2 , 0<s1<s2<L, such that }(s)=0 for s1ss2 ,
that is, #m(s), s1ss2 is a segment of a straight-line, then
a~ (s, 0)
t
=0,
2a~ (s, 0)
t2
>0 and a~ (s, 0)=&m
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for s1ss2 . Hence the function :s(t)=a~ (s, t) has a minimum at t=0 for
any s, s1ss2 .
Next if we suppose that the curvature }(s), 0sL, vanishes at just
two different values of the parameter s, say s1 and s2 , 0<s1<s2<L, then
the points #m(s1)=P1 and #m(s2)=P2 must be saddle points of the func-
tion a(X). In this case there must be another closed regular curve *m(s),
0sL , for some L >0, such that #m and *m intersect twice transversally
at the points P1 and P2 . However, in this case *m does not satisfy (H1) and
#m is strictly contained in the level set a&1(&m).
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of how the level curves of a(X) might
behave in this case.
Remark 3.3. In the one-dimensional case it has long been known that
the mathematical roles played by the functions k1(x) and k2(x), 0x1,
when seeking equilibrium solutions of (2.1) are interchangeable. This can
be accomplished by performing the following change of the spatial variable,
as follows,
y={(x)=|
x
0 \
1
k21(t)+ dt.
The form of the 1(L1(0))-limit operator F0 , which allowed us to take
a(X)=k1(X) } k2(X), along with hypothesis (H1), makes it clear that as
long as existence of equilibrium solution of (2.1) is concerned, the same
feature is carried on to the two-dimensional case. This feature should hold
for any dimension and for all values of the parameter =, the restriction
being just limitations imposed upon by the particular methods used.
Fig. 1. Illustration of the local behavior of a(X) through its level curves when the cur-
vature }(s) of #m vanishes twice.
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Remark 3.4. Our approach can also be used to create minimizers v= , =:
small, with a more complex geometric behavior. For instance, suppose that
we have n simple closed curves #1m , #
2
m , ..., #
n
m , each satisfying (H1) and that
the regions which each #im , i=1, ..., n encloses are nested. In other words
if 0im denotes the region enclosed by #
i
m , i=1, ..., n then
01m/0
2
m/ } } } /0
n
m/0.
In this case the function v0 # L1(0) given by
v0=/01m&/02m"01m+ } } } +(&1)
n+1 /0nm"0mn&1+(&1)
n+2 /0"0nm
is a local isolated minimizer of F0 .
Another case that could be considered is when 01m & 0
2
m & } } } 0
n
m=,, as
well as any appropriate combination of both cases.
Remark 3.5. The case in which #m is a simple smooth level curve of
a(X) and its end points, say P1 and P2 satisfy P1 # 0 and P2 # 0 presents
additional technical difficulties. It seems that the curvature of 0 at the
points P1 and P2 would appear somehow in hypothesis (H1).
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